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Fixed Markets 
 

In our last reading, we looked at an extraordinary problem that 

is also an extraordinary opportunity.  When we add all the retirement 

promises up, and compare them to the non-retired population with 

above poverty level incomes, then we expect every working household 

to come up with about $2 million to pay for other people’s retirement.  

A promise that will be impossible to keep so long as a dollar is worth a 

dollar, or fifty cents, or a quarter – but becomes affordable (albeit still 

quite expensive) when the dollar is worth around five or six cents.  

Now, there are some big ballpark estimates involved in getting to that 

figure, but it’s not bad for illustrating the heart of the very real issue – 

too many symbol denominated promises chasing too few real 

resources, and there isn’t much dispute about that basic point. 

 

However, looking at current interest rates – you would never 

know that 95% or so of the future dollar has likely already been 

destroyed.  Short term rates remain relatively low, and long term 

interest rates maintain at some of their lowest levels over the last 35 

years.  This might seem a bit odd.  We know the United States is 

running massive trade deficits, as it is unable to pay for the total of 

the raw materials (including oil) and finished goods it consumes each 

month.  We run substantial annual budget deficits, where even those 

deficits are based upon a very special accounting system which the 

government reserves for itself – the use of which would get any 

ordinary CEO thrown in jail for fraud.  When we use corporate style 

accounting and fully recognize the real deficits, then our combined 
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trade and budget deficits may be running close to $2 trillion per year, 

out of a real economy of about $13 trillion per year.  As a nation, that 

would be equivalent to a family that earns $60,000 per year, but 

spends around $70,000 a year thanks to buying foreign goods it can’t 

pay for and entering into politically attractive and even generous 

obligations for the future – which it doesn’t have the means to pay for. 

 

In an economics classroom, it would be theoretically argued that 

interest rates would soar in response to the inflation so plainly on the 

horizon, as the dollar is likely destroyed.  The real world of the early 

21st century is a somewhat difference place than economics 

classrooms of the 20th century, however, and the current key to the 

markets – and interest rates – is a common agreement that the 

markets are fixed. 

 

On the short end, this is quite explicit, as the Fed actively 

intervenes to control short term interest rates, and this control is one 

of the most widely covered of all business stories.  The reason for 

interventions of course, is precisely to keep market forces (investors, 

in other words) from determining prices and interest rates.  For 

instance, with the current subprime mortgage debacle, the natural 

market response would be for short term interest rates to shoot up as 

financial institutions scramble for liquidity, to try to survive their bad 

investment judgments.   

 

However, the Fed would rather throw away the value of the 

dollar than see interest rates based upon market conditions, so it 

opens the floodgates wide and pumps the system with more dollars 

(created from thin air).  The increased supply of money lowers short 
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term interest rates, and there is no liquidity crisis.  The side effect is to 

prevent investors from getting what they want in this situation, which 

is the compensation of a higher interest rate in exchange for taking 

higher inflation risks. 

 

In days gone by, this would have been when the long term 

interest rate markets could have been expected to step in.  When the  

“sheriff” in the form of the Fed fails to protect investor interests and 

imperils the dollar, then the bond market “vigilantes” ride to the 

rescue (to use the well known metaphor).  The bond market investors 

would sell long term bonds, until prices dropped to the point where 

investors would get the yield they needed to compensate for increased 

inflation risks.  However, as has become clear in these early years of 

the 21st century, we are in a new era, where new rules apply.  When 

the trade and budget deficits were first plainly climbing out of a control 

a few years ago, most economists predicted that long term interest 

rates must rise, as they always have before in similar situations.  

Interest rates didn’t rise.  Because the rules have changed, as many 

market professionals now understand quite well, even if some 

theoreticians haven’t quite figured it out yet. 

 

The United States and China had a mutual problem.  We wanted 

to consume more than we produced, while still keeping inflation low.  

China wanted to hollow out the US real economy, in the service of 

growing their own real economy faster than any major economy in 

history.  For each of us to get what we wanted, the dollar needed to 

stay high.  So China (and Japan) took the extra dollars we sent them 

(the trade deficit), and used them to buy US government bonds.  This 

supported the price of the dollar, and kept long term interest rates 
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low.  Producing goods became less competitive for us even as 

consuming goods became cheaper.  The gap between the two was 

covered by China taking their nominal dollar profits and using them to 

subsidize the dollar and keep US interest rates low.  Essentially, by 

deliberately making bad investments with excess nominal dollars 

(manipulating the value of symbols), China has been able to vault 

their real economy of goods and services forward at a growth rate that 

has never been sustained before by an economy so large (they are no 

fools). 

 

Rephrased, the desire for internal economic growth by other 

nations requires the quite deliberate (and public) manipulation of 

dollar exchange rates, which has the side effect of manipulating long 

term US interest rates.  The most important current determinant of US 

long term interest rates is not long term investor expectations, but the 

need by our trade partners to fund our trade deficit – for their own 

benefit.  Bond investors who invest for the long term will be out of a 

job while they wait, so the paradigm has changed, and the arrival of 

the vigilantes has once again relegated to a previous century.   

 

The academic theoretician’s response to Baby Boom retirement 

threats to the dollar is that the all-knowing and all-wise markets have 

already fully incorporated every dime of future spending into current 

market prices.  The problem is that this economic perspective seems 

to be faith based rather than evidence based.  The most recent 

evidence is that the all-knowing markets failed to think through what 

happens if you make a loan to a mortgage borrower with poor credit, 

without fully documented income, where even the initial teaser rate is 

barely affordable, and then the rate and payments jump upwards one 
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year later.  (The one year meaning it was outside the investment 

banker’s bonus horizon.)   

 

Just as the all-wise markets failed to think through readily 

available data about the users of oil growing at a rate greater than the 

supply of oil a few years ago, or whether the tech market bubble could 

grow indefinitely with neither profits nor dividends to sustain it (to list 

only the most recent major examples).  So tens of millions of investors 

are asked to take comfort from an academic theory that the all-

knowing markets have accurately priced in everything known about 

the future and all will be fine – but we have no actual fact-based 

evidence backing that theory, while we have ample evidence that 

contradicts it. 

 

If interest rates on both the short and long end are being 

determined by factors other than rational long term inflation 

expectations, if the “sheriff” is focused on protecting the bandits while 

the “vigilantes” doze, and if our supposed long term protection is an 

academic theory that seems to ignore the messy evidence of actual 

market history – what is an investor to do?   As we discussed in a 

previous reading, it can take almost a 17% return on conventional 

investments to earn enough money to stay even with 10% inflation, 

after paying inflation taxes.  With the 15% rate of inflation we 

discussed in the last reading, the required yield to break even after 

inflation and (40%) taxes rises to 25%.  Not make any real money, we 

need a 25% rate of return just to keep the purchasing power of the 

savings we have.  How can we possibly do that with bond yields under 

5%?  With stock dividend ratios under 2%? 
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2009 Update:  An Exponential Increase In Danger 
 

Since the above was written, the inflationary dangers have 

grown far worse.  The US government was already bankrupt – if we 

treated it as a corporation or individual.  Since then tax revenues have 

been collapsing even as “bailouts” and “stimulus” packages create new 

trillions of dollars in government spending with restraints or limits.  It 

is difficult to see how a serious person would believe that this money 

can be repaid, from a national government that already had incurred 

far more obligations than it has the resources to pay. 

 

Much more serious is the danger with the Fed’s actions, though 

once again, the financial media that has repeatedly failed us all in the 

past, is being distracted by the sideshow and not picking up on the 

real problem.  The Federal Reserve has been creating money 

effectively out of thin air at a rate far greater than the federal 

government itself.  The money has been used to prop up bankrupt 

institutions and to take on bad credit risks which the banks themselves 

fear to take.  With credit underwriting standards that were 

extraordinarily liberal by historical standards and assumed unending 

growth and prosperity.  Even as the real economy plunges straight 

downwards towards depression. 

 

It’s not that tough to connect the dots. 

 

The Fed may be presented by naïve reporters as being near 

omnipotent at times, but do keep in mind – it has a miniscule capital 

base in comparison to the risks it has taken on since September of 

2008.  Indeed, if it weren’t the chief regulator, it would have already 

been taken over by the regulators for being absurdly undercapitalized.  
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The Fed has no taxing authority.  All it can do is A) tap an already 

bankrupt Treasury for more money; or B) print more money. 

 

Since there is no realistic tax scenario whereby the Treasury or 

the Fed can pay for what they are spending, we are left with their 

shared special power – to effectively create money out of thin air.  

Otherwise known as “monetization”.  This special power of sovereign 

governments and their central banks is theoretically never supposed to 

be used except in the most desperate of circumstances – because once 

a government goes too far down the path of merely creating money at 

will, without any fiscal discipline, the currency gets destroyed.  As has 

happened many times before.   

 

To some extent, we can see the current situation as being in the 

eye of the hurricane.  The value of the currency is actively being 

destroyed – and we all know it.  Yet, at this point – the tipping point 

has not yet been reached.  We have interest rates at absurdly low 

levels, for a government and central bank that are actively engaged in 

monetization, even as they assume all credit risks in an economy 

spiraling down into depression.  This is an extraordinarily unstable 

situation.  That sets up an extraordinary arbitrage opportunity. 
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Putting Current Rates In Perspective 
 

 

 

The chart above, from Chapter 9 of “The Secret Power Within 

Your Mortgage”, graphically demonstrates the current opportunity – 

we are still quite close to the very lowest long-term mortgage rates of 

the last 35 years (a statement that applies to many other long term 

rates as well).  The same Freddie Mac series used for the graph above 

indicates that the average mortgage rate for conventional mortgages 

in September of 2007 was 6.38%.  That is almost 3% less than the 
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average interest rate from 1972 to 2006 of 9.31%, and only 0.55% 

above the lowest annual rate of 5.83% reached in 2003.   Indeed, only 

3 of the last 35 years have had annual average mortgage rates less 

than the current rate, and all 3 of those years were during the 2003 

through 2005 period, a time of artificially low interest rates when the 

Fed was so priming the system with liquidity that short term interest 

rates actually fell beneath the rate of inflation (a historical fact that by 

itself quite effectively refutes theoretician’s claims that interest rates 

always fully incorporate rational inflation expectations).   

 

Extraordinary Problems Turning Into Exceptional Opportunities 
 

Let’s sum up the situation: 

 

1. We have extraordinary risks to the dollar in the near 

term, and a long-term where government promises 

make annihilation of the value of the dollar as we know 

it appear to be highly likely. 

2. Those risks are not incorporated into current investment 

market pricing, and current interest rates have indeed 

been artificially manipulated to be at low levels, to aid in 

the achievement of other economic objectives for the 

United States and other nations. 

3. We have a long-term, readily available and tax-

advantaged “short” on the dollar that is available today 

under some of the most advantageous terms of the last 

35 years. 
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Rephrased – a convergence of factors has produced the potential 

arbitrage opportunity of a lifetime.  Which brings us back to this 

course, and what we have been covered in the readings to date: 

 

1. We saw how inflation redistributes wealth, and can be 

used to directly take net worth from corporations and 

other individuals (“Inflation Pickpocket”). 

2. We learned to see through the illusion of nominal 

dollars, and uncover the opportunities that high rates of 

inflation open up to us. 

3. We boxed with inflation, and found out how a powerful, 

debt-based left hook can work in combination with a 

tangible asset right jab, to vault up an individual’s real 

wealth relative to both conventional investors and 

tangible asset investors who don’t use debt. 

4. We carefully reviewed history, saw that real estate by 

itself was not the source of wealth during our last major 

inflationary bout, but that it was the “left hook” of the 

right kind of borrowing that enriched millions of 

households – at the expense of the effective destruction 

of the Savings & Loan industry. 

5. We saw that a powerful left hook could be worth 

$300,000 to an average household if the 70s were to 

repeat. 

6. We learned how inflation could effectively make much of 

our debt payments for us, as the real cost of making the 

payments plummets along with the value of a dollar. 
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7. We added in tax payments – and learned how we could 

turn a 10% rate of inflation into the net worth benefits 

of an investment yielding 27%. 

8. We delved deeper into how the intertwining of principal, 

interest and tax benefits worked during our last major 

bout of inflation, and found that the hidden tax benefits 

of the tax code being blind to inflation effectively tripled 

our economic benefits. 

9. We learned to reverse the Inflation Task, as we 

discovered how to turn a real tax on illusory income into 

illusory taxes on (economic) real income. 

 

Putting A Number To The Opportunity 
 

How great is this opportunity?   

 

As an illustration (rather than a prediction), what happens if we 

combine the 15% inflation rate from Reading 11 (the rate that brings 

$2 million in future obligations down to $122,000 through inflation 

making the dollar worth 6 cents over the next 20 years), with an 

approximate current mortgage rate of 6.25%, using the methodology 

from readings developed in Readings 3 and 9?  For the mortgage side, 

we get the equation below: 

 

[-6.3% X (100% – 40%)] + 15% = 11.2% 
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Using the same methodology from Reading Nine:  we 

experienced a real $15,000 gain through inflation destroying the 

principal value of the mortgage debt we owe.  The government does 

not see this for tax purposes, so that income is tax-free for us.   

 

We paid a substantively negative interest rate of an effective 

8.7%, with that representing the difference between the 6.3% interest 

rate we were paying and the 15% inflation rate.  The government’s 

nominal dollar “vision” does not see the negative interest rate in real 

dollars, so we are able to deduct the full amount of nominal interest.  

In effect, we are deducting an imaginary expense (from an economic 

perspective), and that produces a further $2,500 cash savings for us 

(assuming a combined 40% marginal tax bracket).   

 

When we take the $15,000 in tax-free purchasing power gains, 

add the $2,500 in tax savings from deducting (economically) 

imaginary interest expenses, and then subtract the $6,300 in cash 

interest payments, then in one year we have improved our ending 

after-inflation and after-tax net worth by $11,200, or 11.2%.  This has 

been accomplished not by investing, but by borrowing in the right 

form, during a time of substantial inflation.  More basically, we 

accomplish this by looking ahead to the dangers of the dollar, looking 

at the current very low level of interest rates from a historical 

perspective, and saying “this does not add up”.  At its essence, that is 

$100,000 Borrowing

$15,000 Inflation gain (15%)
($6,300) Interest Expense (6.3%)
$2,500 Taxes saved (40%)

$11,200 Economic Gain
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what arbitrage is all about – positioning yourself to personally profit 

when things do not add up. 

 

How well would we have to do with conventional investments to 

earn the same after-tax and after-inflation return of being short an 

average mortgage during a time of 15% annual inflation?  Plugging the 

numbers in leads to the equation below: 

 

[43.7% X (100% - 40%)] – 15% = 11.2% 

 

 

Using our inflation illustration from Reading 11, we lost 15% of 

the purchasing power of our investment to inflation each year.  

Government tax policy does not recognize this loss, so we are not able 

to take a deduction, and must bear the full $15,000 loss in purchasing 

power terms. 

 

We found a superlative investment, and earned $43,667, an 

annual return of almost 44% on the money invested.  The real after-

inflation earnings were only $28,667 ($43,667 - $15,000), but 

government tax policy does not recognize this.  Therefore, we had to 

pay 40% taxes on the full $43,667, for a cash expense of $17,467.  

When we take our real after-inflation earnings of $28,667, and 

$100,000 Investment

($15,000) Inflation loss (15%)
$43,667 Pre-tax earnings (44%)

($17,467) Taxes paid (40%)
$11,200 Economic Gain
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subtract $17,467 in taxes (an effective tax rate of 61%), we are left 

with an $11,200 improvement in our net worth.   

 

Taking a series of quite reasonable steps has led us to a most 

remarkable conclusion:  if the level of inflation necessary to bring 

Boomer retirement promises down to an affordable level does occur, 

then for an investor in a combined 40% federal and state marginal tax 

bracket, it would take a conventional investment yielding almost 44% 

to provide the same after-inflation and after-tax financial benefits of 

merely accepting the average terms of today’s mortgage lenders.   

 

An Opportunity That Is Both Robust & Fragile  
 

There are a long series of “ifs” leading to figures like 15.0% 

inflation, or a 43.67% conventional investment equivalent.  There is 

also an artificial precision to percentage points and tenths of 

percentage points that is not appropriate for even the next year, let 

alone the next 20 years.  Which is why we are careful to use the words 

“illustration”, rather than “prediction”.  That said, so long as we make 

two basic assumptions, then the ability to achieve extraordinary 

inflation arbitrage profits is quite robust in general terms, even if the 

specifics vary quite a bit.  Those crucial assumptions are substantial 

future inflation levels AND the ability to borrow long-term at some of 

the lowest rates seen over the last 35 years.    

 

So long as both assumptions hold true, then the fundamentals of 

the strategy should deliver strong benefits for you – because you are 

floating downstream rather than swimming against the current.  To 

use the metaphor from Reading Nine, the combination of high inflation 
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and low fixed interest rates means the current of inflation will steadily 

wash away the value of your debts.  The current of a tax policy that is 

blind to inflation will shield your economic profits from taxes even as it 

sends you money each year through allowing you to deduct your 

(economically) illusory interest payments in full, thereby increasing 

your downstream speed.   Instead of fighting the direction of the 

investments markets, you will be floating downstream in synch with 

the broadest of economic forces, the basic economic force of inflation 

redistributing wealth from creditors to debtors.   

 

The rewards of this strategy will be to naturally accumulate 

wealth during a future time of major market downturns for 

conventional investments, at a rate faster than most investors are able 

to accumulate wealth during bull markets.  The “naturally” part means 

that it works very well whether the future inflation rate is 15% -- or 

8.5%, or 25%.  Which brings us to one of the best parts of this 

strategy – while the returns are all desirable, they are not constant.  

Rather, the higher the inflation rate, the more spectacular the after-

tax and after-inflation benefits produced.  The very nature of this 

strategy (properly applied) then is to function as a long-term wealth 

hedge, where the higher the inflation rate, the more damage is 

inflicted on other assets in the form of savings, portfolios and pensions 

– and the more this strategy delivers to help offset the losses.  (This 

relationship is developed and explored in more detail in the middle 

chapters of “The Secret Power Within Your Mortgage”). 

 

While substantial inflation is the current in our river metaphor, 

there is a second source for the remarkable returns shown here, and 

the ongoing availability of that source is quite fragile and 
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undependable.  Our extraordinary returns are based the one-two 

combination of very low current interest rates and high individual 

inflationary expectations.  If the general markets start to price 

substantial future inflation into required returns, and current interest 

rates move sharply upwards – then the biggest part of our arbitrage 

would disappear, for those who have not yet acted.  There will likely 

still be substantive value to the strategy when the tax implications are 

fully considered, however, the “easy money” aspect would be long 

gone. 

 

(What happens if the reverse risk occurs, and we keep low 

interest rates while the expected future inflation never materializes is 

the subject of  “What If Rates Fall Instead?”, which is Chapter Nine of 

“The Secret Power Within Your Mortgage”.  As explained in the 

chapter, while not desirable for the strategy, there is a strong skew to 

potential returns, and with a properly crafted approach the downside 

risk associated with low inflation is far less than the upside potential 

with high inflation.) 

 

Unfortunately, there is no way of telling how stable current long-

term interest rates are, and whether they could last another two years 

– or be gone in two months.  The many pressures on the dollar mean 

that the situation is inherently unstable, and of course, financial 

history is full of sharp moves that catch most of the market completely 

off guard.  Financial history is however of limited use here, as the 

unprecedented international component means we are truly in 

uncharted waters.  International pressures could offset domestic 

pressures, and vice versa, but if the two move together (which could 
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easily happen with a downside breakout), then we could see some of 

the fastest interest rate moves ever seen in the United States. 

 

In summary, we have an unusual opportunity, but no way of 

determining how long the opportunity will persist.  Which means the 

only way to be sure of the opportunity – is to move quickly. 

 

44% Is Based On A Conservative Methodology 
 

It should be noted that the methodology used above is an 

illustration that gets you close, but has its limitations.  Optimizing your 

benefits requires incorporating more factors than we include in this 

Mini-Course.  As discussed in the book “The Secret Power Within Your 

Mortgage”, one difference is that as a true “short”, your gross returns 

are capped at an amount equal to the dollar amount of the mortgage, 

with higher returns being achieved through a more rapid destruction of 

the real value of the mortgage at higher inflation rates.  On the other 

hand, the 44% equivalency is based upon the full mortgage amount 

being our “investment” – except, it is a borrowing, not a cash 

investment.  If we take the more common approach of looking at our 

investment amount as not being the borrowing amount, but our equity 

contribution, then the equivalent annual rate of return is far higher 

than 44%, whether you are a homeowner, commercial property 

owner, or use other assets. 
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The Path To Maximizing Arbitrage Profits When Prices Are Falling 
 

The foundation resource is the introductory mini-course “Turning 

Inflation Into Wealth”.  You are currently one step 

away from completing the main sequence of this 

course.  There will be other readings to follow, 

which have quite a bit of valuable information, but 

the core of the educational resource will conclude 

with that reading. 

 

To continue the core education and move to 

the next level – which is not included in this free 

mini-course – we start with two distinct resources.  

One is the book, “The Secret Power Within Your 

Mortgage.”  You’ve already read about a chapter and 

a half, or about 10% of this book, in some of your 

earlier readings.  

 

The other key next level resource has a 

quite different goal:  cementing paradigm 

change.    The first hour of DVD #1 delivers 

the core information of the first 10 readings 

verbally, with a different structure and a 

different methodology.   For effective 

learning, particularly when a new way of 

looking things is being taught – there is no substitute for multiple 

approaches delivered multiple ways.  In this case watching and 

listening while the same destination is reached via a somewhat 

different path.  People who fly across the country to attend one of my 

workshops are usually highly motivated and have read the written 
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mini-course through several times before attending – but the feedback 

I get is that this fresh, concise, verbal approach is highly valuable for 

cementing the foundation principles. 

 

For the next level beyond that, we move on to a kind of irony:  

the best investments for thriving in perilous economic times are likely 

to bankrupt a quite large proportion of the people who invest in them.  

Because if we take the traditional leverage approach and borrow too 

much to purchase tangible assets that produce cash flows, then I have 

long anticipated that most of these investors are likely to be destroyed 

by the economic chaos before inflation can remove them from peril.  

To best capitalize on the opportunities available 

requires throwing out the old rule books, and 

starting over with a quite different approach.  The 

“Balance Point” reading in the book “Real Estate, 

Retirement & Inflation Readings” takes a whole 

new look at the principles involved in maximizing 

safety during severe economic downturns, even 

while maintaining a potent inflation hedge.  So an investor can set up 

a strategy designed to safely, even comfortably, withstand the 

turbulence that is imperiling those following traditional wealth 

maximization models, even while positioning themselves for 

substantial long term wealth gains from inflation. 

 

This vitally important and unique approach to slashing risk while 

keeping much of the return is verbally explained at length in DVDs #3 

and #4.  In a simple, step by step sequence, amply supported by 

charts and examples, the particular risk/return trade-offs for surviving 

economic turbulence while still positioning yourself to thrive with 
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inflation are illustrated.   As as analyst, what I 

find fascinating is how the intersection of two 

non-linear functions creates a peaked risk/return 

boundary with quite distinct and identifiable 

arbitrage points.  As a financial educator, what I 

value is the ability to strip away the jargon of 

the preceding sentence, and show people “out of 

the box” but practical strategies for producing safety gains that are 

multiples of the return foregone.  

 

For the next level, we move to the very heart of the matter.  In 

an environment where the 1) the value of money is plunging, and 2) 

the value of the assets are also plunging; how do we maximize 

our 3) after-inflation and 4) after-tax returns?  From a conventional 

perspective – this might seem like a very odd question.  If we aren’t 

talking about shorting stocks, or derivative securities (including futures 

and options) – how do we make money by buying and holding an 

asset that is falling in value?   

 

This is the core question addressed in the 

middle of the course, and is explored the unique 

resource that is the book of financial schedules.  

The first part of the book starts with a quite 

unconventional question – if the value of your 

money falls by 68%, and the value of your asset 

falls by 44% in real (inflation-adjusted) terms, 

then how do you make money?  If you hold money – you lose 68% of 

what it will buy.  If you simply own the asset – you lose 44% of what 

it will buy.  So, how do you make money?   
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One part of the answer is provided in the graphs below, from the 

base case: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bottom graph compares rates of return for 20 different purchase dates under the
scenario shown.  Purchase in 3 months, compared to purchase in 6 months, to 9
months, etc., all for an assumed sale at the price shown on page 6 for year 10.
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As you can see in the bottom graph, we identify two quite 

different strategies for turning the combination of a 44% decline in 

real housing values, and a 68% decline in the value of the dollar, into 

substantial increases in real net worth.  Indeed, you would have to 

earn in excess of a 40% rate of return with conventional investments, 

to equal the increase in after-inflation and after-tax net worth that 

either of these strategies can deliver.  One approach, Point A, is that of 

inflation arbitrage.  The other approach, Point C, is a deflation 

arbitrage approach. 

 

There is an irony that can be seen on the graph as well.  I think 

it is fair to say that literally millions of people are seeing what is 

happening with US property markets as being a buying opportunity, 

and are planning on buying when they believe prices have bottomed 

out in their markets of choice.  Which is leading to a great deal of 

anxiety about “catching a falling knife” issues, and how to correctly 

time the bottom.   Point B on the graph assumes that an investor 

successfully times buying at the very bottom, as shown in the 

(nominal dollar) property price graph on top.  The irony comes in when 

we look at the yield produced by purchasing at Point B, in the bottom 

graph.  On an after-inflation and after-tax basis, the very lowest 

returns are produced by purchasing at the nominal price bottom 

(which I refer to as the “false bottom” in the course).  

 

Millions of quite intelligent people.  Who understand you make 

money by buying low and selling high.  Doing everything in their 

power.  To maximize their requirement to pay inflation taxes.  While 

minimizing their after-inflation and after-tax yields.   
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The optimal investment points of A and C are invisible when we 

look only at nominal prices, and would be almost universally 

considered to be buying “too soon” or buying “too late”.   Yet, when 

we take the “vision” developed so far in this foundation mini-course, 

and take it to new levels, then we can see something else with clarity 

as well – and that is opportunities in unlikely places, which those 

around us are blind to.  Indeed, that has been one of the most 

gratifying parts of leading the Turning Inflation Into Wealth 

workshops.  Taking a group of motivated people, walking them 

through these materials, and by the second day there is a room full of 

people discussing inflation arbitrage points, the relative merits of 

deflation arbitrage points, how to apply to them in their lives – and 

casually dismissing the temptations of the sucker’s game of buying at 

the false bottom (Point B) during times of high monetary inflation and 

high asset deflation.   

 

Once we’ve thoroughly covered the base case, and how to make 

optimal profits with our base case assumptions, then we move on to 

what is in my professional opinion the most important step of all:  

vigorously questioning our assumptions. 

 

What if we’re wrong?  What if inflation is higher?  What if 

inflation is lower?  What if asset deflation is deeper and longer than 

anticipated?  What if the price drops are almost over in many markets, 

things are about to turn around, and we don’t face future asset 

deflation?  What if hyperinflation hits fast and hard? 

 

What if we’re dead wrong and it’s monetary deflation after all? 
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There are many different places to place the blame for the 

financial mess we are all in, but one of the most important factors is 

that the assumptions weren’t being vigorously questioned enough.  

Oh, there were plenty of people (such as myself) who were trying, but 

it was very, very difficult to get even basic common sense past the 

gatekeepers who decided what financial information would be 

disseminated on a mass basis by the mainstream media and major 

financial firms.  Because of this lack of vigorous questioning of some 

highly questionable (yet almost universally accepted) assumptions, 

enormous and unnecessary risks were taken.  Risks with derivative 

securities, risks with mortgages, risks with pensions, risks with 

retirement accounts, and risks with the very integrity of our financial 

system as well as the value of our money. 

 

Most of the book of financial schedules and DVD #4 are devoted 

to a vigorous questioning of assumptions, and an exploration of the 

bottom line results for different strategies.  There are a total of 

fourteen possible futures considered, with 20 

different purchase points for each future, so a 

total of 280 different investment scenarios are 

compared.  The results are fascinating.  

Because vigorously challenging assumptions 

doesn’t just give you a better understanding of 

risk – it also illuminates new return 

opportunities.  Indeed, I consider this section of the course to be even 

more important in the identifying opportunity category, than it is in the 

avoiding risk category.   
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(One thing which all fourteen of the futures explored in the DVD 

and book agree on is that buying at the false (nominal) price bottom 

never does produce the maximum after-tax and after-inflation yield, 

and the yield produced is usually in the bottom half.  Oh, you could 

easily create a scenario where the false bottom generated the highest 

returns if you wanted, but that it isn’t a natural outcome of any of the 

inflationary or deflationary scenarios is meaningful.) 

 

New Methods For New Times 
 

The old models no longer work.  Don’t get me wrong – their time 

will come again, and huge sums of paper wealth will once again be 

created by doing what worked in the 1990s and early 2000s.  But I 

wouldn’t count on it happening again anytime soon.    Financial market 

performance is a product of how people see the world, and there is no 

magic scenario where we all wake up tomorrow, 2008/2009 has been 

forgotten, and we have been transported back in time to the stock 

market of 1999 or the real estate market of 2005.   People need a 

chance to forget, to convince themselves that the world is in a new 

and unique place where fantastic wealth can be created without 

limitation – and the long history of financial cycles over the centuries 

shows us that returning to that necessary state of mind after a really 

good blowout can take the better part of a generation, or sometimes 

even two generations, with a debacle as bad as the current one. 

 

To invest in new times – you need a new methodology.  That is 

exactly what is delivered in the three books and three DVDs discussed 

in this section.  An entirely different framework for investing, that was 

developed in advance – specifically for the current situation.   
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This information is quite simply not available anywhere else.  

There are no detailed educational courses on investing during a time of 

simultaneous monetary inflation and asset deflation, in a risk-reduced 

and tax-advantaged manner – except the one that is being introduced 

here.  

 

Contained within the step by step sequence of the books and 

DVDs are multiple layers of unique information.  If every layer and 

every insight works for you – and I tried hard to make that happen – 

then that is great.  But, let me also suggest that it all takes is one key 

insight, from any of those layers, that really and truly resonates with 

you personally, leading to a changed financial decision – and the 

course may pay for itself right there.  Maybe several times over.  

Maybe several thousand times over, as illustrated in our return on 

inflation tax education example.  

 

As reviewed – the current situation is quite unstable.  The 

natural path is for most of the remaining paper wealth for those with 

significant assets to be destroyed.  You have an opportunity, for a 

quite low cost relative to your risk, to get numerous “out of the box” 

insights and solutions that are specifically designed for this situation.  

Where just one insight may pay for the DVDs and books many times 

over.   

 

You can accept what is coming.  Or you can try to protect 

yourself.  You can vigorously pursue the unique knowledge that is 

needed to turn an environment of a plunging value of money and 

plunging value of assets into what may be some of the best returns of 
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your life.  The choice is yours.  But, whichever choice you make – 

make it soon.  Because once the natural and even inevitable 

consequences of creating money without limits become reflected in 

interest rates – it will be too late for the this particular arbitrage, and 

opportunities will become scarcer, more difficult to execute, and with 

likely lower returns. 

 

 

 

http://mortgagesecretpower.com/Workshop/dvdpmt.htm 
 

This website contains the ideas and opinions of the author.  It is a conceptual 
exploration of financial and general economic principles.  As with any financial 
discussion of the future, there cannot be any absolute certainty.  What this website 
does not contain is specific investment, legal, tax or any other form of professional 
advice.  If specific advice is needed, it should be sought from an appropriate 
professional.  Any liability, responsibility or warranty for the results of the application 
of principles contained in the website, sample chapter and book, either directly or 
indirectly, are expressly disclaimed by the author. 
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